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Involved People and Projects

Gustav– Actor machine and composition
Mehmet– CAL actor mapping
Usman– CAL simulation and NoC
Per– CAL compiler and IR
Jörn, Flavius, Per and Kris– supervision, etc.

Connections to STAMP/ELLIIT project
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Gustav Actor machine and composition

Efficient Code Generation with Actor Machines

We have focused on trying to eliminate tests on the buffers to generate
efficient code from CAL actors.

Translating CAL actors to actor machines makes it easy to
eliminate some tests.
Actor machines can be composed to eliminate tests on buffers
between the composed actors.

A B

AB

x y z

x z

B needs to test for tokens
on y before executing.

AB knows when B can execute.
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Gustav Actor machine and composition

Efficient Code Generation with Actor Machines

A simple CAL actor

actor Split () In ==> Even, Odd:

odd: action In: [x] ==> Odd: [x]
guard isOdd(x) end

even: action In: [x] ==> Even: [x]
guard isEven(x) end

end
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Gustav Actor machine and composition

Efficient Code Generation with Actor Machines

Previous code generators looked at one action at the time.
Observation: To execute even, the input condition will be tested
twice.

0 In,1 1 isOdd 2 odd

3 In,1 4 isEven 5 even
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Gustav Actor machine and composition

Efficient Code Generation with Actor Machines

By only looking on the tests instead of the actions, the following
actor machine can be generated.

0 In,1 1 isOdd 2 isEven 3

4 5 6

odd even

T F

F T T

F

Future work: Check if guards share information, e.g. check if
isEven(x) = ¬isOdd(x)
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Mehmet CAL actor mapping

Mapping-Scheduling Pipeline
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Mehmet CAL actor mapping

Ongoing work on mapping

Mapping CAL actors on MPSoCs:
Based on causation trace and architecture description

structural analysis of the causation trace based on critical path
analysis
statistical analysis of the causation trace - operation counts,
number of tokens transferred
Homogeneous platforms for starters

Actors provide an initial granularity for partitioning the trace
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Mehmet CAL actor mapping

An incremental mapping

Mapping the complete trace at once is very time consuming.
The trace for MPEG-4 decoder for two frames has 260.000 nodes.

Instead, incrementally increase the number of actors mapped.
Map one actor at a time
Build on the previous mapping with slight perturbations, not a new
mapping from scratch
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Mehmet CAL actor mapping

... Heuristics

Which actor and which processing element (PE) to select next is
decisive on the total mapping outcome.

Exploring:
heuristics for selecting the next actor to map

e.g. selecting the actor with minimum cumulative mobility
heuristics for selecting the next processing element to map

e.g. selecting the PE that has the least total workload

Input to these heuristics should be fed back from the previous mapping
round:

Partial scheduling of the partial mapping so far
Trace editing based on the scheduling
Structural and statistical analysis on the edited trace
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Mehmet CAL actor mapping

Evaluation

How does the mapping perform?

Current metrics in consideration:
throughput
power efficiency

communication - token transfers
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Usman CAL simulation and NoC

Architecture Modeling and Exploration

CAL dataflow language for specifying streaming applications
To model the software
To model the generic hardware platforms

High level unified model
Hardware model combined with mapped application
Performance estimation (throughput, energy consumption, etc.)
Feedback during design space exploration (for tuning of
architecture)
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Usman CAL simulation and NoC

Why CAL?

Existing analytical methods for evaluation
Applicable to subclasses of models (cannot account for the
dynamism exhibit by certain applications)
Specific for underlaying architecture

Existing simulators
Generally slower depending on level of abstraction

Whereas for meaningful design space exploration
Evaluation must be fast
Automatic (preferably)

So we are interested in fast, high-level simulation of streaming
applications
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Usman CAL simulation and NoC

Our Approach

CAL as modeling language for hardware platform and runtime API
Advantage: architecture naturally interfaces with
application(specified in CAL as well)
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Usman CAL simulation and NoC

Evaluation

To evaluate our approach
We will compare the simulation results from the combined
(architecture + application) CAL specifications with the results
obtained by compiling and running the application on existing
available physical platform (such as STM P2012 etc.).
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